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Abstract
The aim of the study is to look into differences between broadcasting and newspaper news translation in their approaches to rendering the lead of the news report. For this purpose, the study analyzes shifts in English translations of Korean newspaper reports and compares them with the results of a previous study on broadcasting translation. The analysis suggests that while lead reduction is characteristic of broadcasting translation, lead expansion figures more prominently in newspaper translation. The paper gives a detailed account of these differences and offers some tentative explanations about what gives rise to them. It also discusses the differences in terms of the degree of latitude the translator exercises in editing the TT and their implications for different roles played by the translator in the two modes of translation.

I. Introduction
This study aims to find out if there are any differences in the way Korean news reports are translated into English for newspapers and broadcasting, with the focus on shifts
occurring in the ‘summary lead’ part of the news story. A summary lead is the first sentence(s) in a straight news story that serves to summarize the news event. By principle, a lead is to be written to include only the most important facts of the story.

A previous study (Lee, C.S. 2002) found that in broadcasting news translation the lead of the news report was often reduced in such a way that it was more concise and focused in English. Korean news reports tend to include in their leads information that is not part of the essential facts of the story. The study showed a high degree of consistency in removing this kind of information from the lead in the process of translation.

It is a well-known fact that broadcasting news writing places greater emphases on brevity than newspaper writing because the text is to be transmitted orally. For this reason, the lead of a broadcasting news report tends to be shorter and simpler in linguistic structure than that of a newspaper report. Conversely, it is not hard to find newspaper reports with leads too long and complex to be acceptable by broadcasting standards. In light of this, we can assume that ‘lead reduction’ may not occur in newspaper translation as frequently as in broadcasting translation.

The study investigates this hypothesis by analyzing English translations of Korean newspaper reports for comparison with the results of the previous study on broadcast news translation. The study, though dealing with language-specific translation problems, may have implications for general translation studies by illustrating how differences in mode of register (print vs. broadcasting reporting) can affect translation strategies (Halliday and Hasan 1989).

II. Background

2.1 American Language of Journalism and Its Global Spread

Clark (1994: 8), in his seminal work titled ‘the American Conversation and the Language of Journalism,’ characterized the modern American language of journalism as ‘front-loaded’ or ‘top-loaded.’ The most important facts are presented at the top, the least important at the bottom, in a structure popularly known as ‘inverted pyramid.’ The rationale behind this form is that it offers the reader a quick grasp of the most important information, while enabling news editors to cut the story from the end without sacrificing crucial information.

Stories written in this format are headed by a summary lead, a quick round-up of the principal facts of the event reported in the story. The body that follows the lead, then, doles out details in declining order of importance. By principle, the summary lead should be brief and summarize the heart of the event reported. The length of typical summary leads is no more than 35 words, and it recounts the most important of the six basic elements of an event, the 5 W’s and H. (Itule and Anderson 1994: 58-60).

Despite frequently raised questions about its usefulness and a growing voice advocating feature-style writing, the inverted pyramid form still remains the mainstay of news writing in English. According to a 2001 survey by the Readership Institute, American newspapers used the pyramid form for 71 percent of their stories on weekdays, with feature-style writing accounting for 16 percent (Readership Institute 2001: 6).
The spread of the Internet and web publishing is also reinforcing the inverted form’s importance for news writing. According to the ‘web usability’ guru Jakob Nielsen (1997a; 1997b), web users scan web pages instead of reading word by word, and they are impatient to ‘get their answers immediately.’ This explains why the inverted pyramid is the ‘story form of choice for most of the news on the Internet’ (Scanlan 2002).

It is not just the US or other English-language nations that are using the inverted pyramid form for news writing. The style has spread to the rest of the world over the last decades so that it is being practiced on a daily basis by journalists around the world. In discussing the influence of American journalism in Europe, Pietiläinen (2002: 96) quotes various sources to show that the inverted pyramid form, which was regarded as alien in the past, is now a standard in many countries like France and Sweden. He interprets this development as an offshoot of ‘cultural diffusion … of the Anglo-American model,’ which is driving ‘an increasing move towards the standard that first developed in the USA and Britain.’

There is ample evidence indicating that Korean news media are also ‘Americanized’ to a large extent in the way they write reports. A quick glance through a Korean newspaper is sufficient to see that the inverted pyramid form is the standard choice for reporting everyday news events in Korea as well. Nearly all breaking news is reported in this style. For example, the Joongang Ilbo, one of the ‘Big 3’ national dailies in Korea ran 77 ‘news stories’ in the Feb 28, 2005 edition (excluding news briefs, background reports, features and interviews). Of them, 54 (70%) were in the inverted pyramid format. This is consistent with an observation by Yun and Kim (2000: 186) that approximately 80 percent of news items in Korean dailies are written in the inverted pyramid format. In addition, Korean textbooks on news writing invariably refer to American sources and practices as models, freely borrowing English terminology and jargon in explaining news writing principles (Yun and Kim 2000; Lee, J. K. 1998).

2.2 Previous Research on Differences in Summary Lead Structure between Korean and English

Despite the broad acceptance of the inverted pyramid style by Korean news media, evidence suggests subtle differences in the way the summary lead is written. In Korean news stories, the summary lead tends to include details that are not among the most important facts, such as names, titles, numbers and so forth. This makes the lead look unnecessarily long and cluttered by English standards.

For the translator working into English, this difference raises the question of whether to keep or remove the unessential details from the Korean lead. A recent study of my own (Lee, C.S. 2002) found that in broadcast news translation such details were consistently removed, which resulted in a lead reduced in content. Out of 24 instances in which the lead has been altered, lead reduction accounted for 15, outnumbering 9 instances in which the lead was expanded.3

Lead reduction occurred in 3 ways. The most frequent type, observed in 7 instances, involved deleting unessential background information carried by adjectival clauses. (In the example below, ST refers to the Korean ST presented here as a literal English translation, and TT to the English translation.)
Example 1
(ST) The disease Malaria, which reappeared in 1993, is in the process of becoming an epidemic, and it will afflict about 4,000 people yearly, according to a study.

(TT) The disease Malaria has allegedly become an epidemic in South Korea, afflicting 4,000 a year.

The English lead is visibly shorter than the Korean. This, on top of other operations such as use of simpler syntactic structure and expressions, results from striking out the background information about Malaria, namely the fact that it ‘reappeared in Korea in 1993.’

Second, when the lead contained too many news elements, some of the less important news elements were taken out. This type of reduction accounted for 5 occurrences.

Example 2
(ST) The Seoul Metropolitan Government will alter the lanes on the Songsu Bridge for traffic going toward eastern Seoul on the northern tip of the bridge for a period from tomorrow morning to December 31, for bridge expansion work.

(TT) Alterations will be made to a lane on the Songsu Bridge of the Han River.

In the above example, the Korean lead contains all the five W’s. ‘who’ (the Seoul Metropolitan Government), ‘what’ (will alter…), where (Seoul, the Sonogsu Bridge), when (for a period from…) and why (‘for bridge expansion work’). The fact that this event is taking place in Seoul is not mentioned explicitly, but it can be clearly deduced by any Korean listener from the place proper nouns, ‘the Seoul Metropolitan Government’ and ‘the Songsu Bridge.’ In contrast, the English lead reduces these to two elements, ‘what’ (Alterations will be made…) and ‘where’ (the Songsu Bridge).

The third type of reduction occurred through deleting the ‘attribution,’ the source of the information reported. This occurred in 3 instances of reduction.

Example 3
(ST) The organizers of the St. Albans International Organ Festival, the oldest of its kind in the world, announced today that three young Korean organists have been chosen to participate in the festival.

(TT) Korean young organists have been confirmed as participants in the oldest and most prestigious St. Albans International Organ Festival in the UK.

The Korean lead clearly states the source of the news by using the verb ‘announced,’ complimented by the temporal reference ‘today.’ This information is dropped in the English version.

There were also 9 instances of lead expansion. Three of them involved adding information from outside the ST to bridge the gap in background information to facilitate TT comprehension as illustrated in the example below.

Example 4
(ST) The Saemankum Land Reclamation Project will be resumed after a two-year halt.

(TT) The Land Reclamation Project in Saemankum Tidal Basin in North Chollar Province will be resumed after a two-year halt.

In this example, the ‘Saemankum project,’ the focus of the news, has been in the news for a long time in Korea. The assumed familiarity with the project explains why the Korean text makes no remarks on where the project is located. This information,
however, cannot be presupposed for foreign listeners. So, the English translation
added information explaining where the area is (‘in North Chollar Province’) and
specifying its geographical feature (the fact that it is a ‘tidal basin’). The added infor-
mation is considered an essential part of the news if it is to make better sense to the
foreign audience.

The second type of expansion involved transition in voice from ‘passive’ to ‘active,’
resulting in the addition of the ‘Who’ element as exemplified below.

**Example 5**
(ST) The recall system designed to protect consumers will be strengthened beginning
in July.
(TT) The government will intensify the nation’s recall system starting in July to protect
consumers.

The Korean lead is built around what action will happen, without specifying the
agent of the action. In contrast, the English lead adds an explicit ‘who.’ This is made
by shifting from passive to active voice. The operation, however, does not add much
to the lead, thereby very limited in its effect on expanding the lead.

2.3. Differences in Lead Structure between Broadcasting
and Newspapers

The study cited above shows a clear preference for shorter leads in broadcasting news
translation. It is quite possible that the preference is influenced by the traditional emphasis placed by broadcasting news reporting in English on clarity, brevity and colloquial style in comparison to print news reporting (Itule and Anderson 1994: 566-567).

In fact, English newspaper reports are known to be more prone to longer leads
than broadcasting. Consider the following CNN Radio and AFP reports covering the
same news event. The AFP lead, almost double the CNN lead in length, has the noun
‘conference’ being modified by a lengthy present participle clause, plus the addition of
an attribution. Modifying clauses of this kind are unlikely in the lead of a broadcasting
report because they make the lead too long and too difficult for the announcer to recite
without disrupting his breathing. Yet, they are very common in print news reports.

**Example 6**
(CNN) US Secretary of State Colin Powell will travel to Berlin next week to take part in
a conference dealing with anti-Semitism.
(AFP) US Secretary of State Colin Powell will attend a European conference on anti-
semitism in Germany later this month, being held amid an alarming rise in threats and
attacks against Jews on the continent, the State Department said.

The fact that English newspapers often use longer and more complex leads than
broadcasting gives rise to the following questions for the present study. ‘Does lead
reduction occur so frequently in newspaper translation as in broadcasting transla-
tion?’ ‘Is there a possibility that the opposite is true, namely that the lead is expanded
more often than reduced in newspaper translation?’ ‘Are there any differences in the
circumstances under which the lead is either reduced or expanded between the two
modes of translation?’ The following section summarizes the work I have done to find
answers to these questions.
III. Methodology

The data analyzed in the present study was composed of translated English news reports and their corresponding Korean originals retrieved from the website of the Chosun Ilbo, one of the ‘Big 3’ national newspapers in Korea. (‘Ilbo’ means ‘daily newspaper.’)

The English website of the Chosun Ilbo publishes news from two sources, translation of Korean news reports and ‘Arirang TV,’ an independent satellite-based English television service. The English samples analyzed were clearly identifiable as translations. They matched the Korean original in content. In addition, most texts were identified by the name of the reporter who wrote the original Korean copy.

I first scanned English news stories dated between Jan. 1 and March 15, 2005 in the Biz/Tech area, and for those identifiable as translations I tracked down their originals by searching the Korean website. I then compared the two texts for shifts in the content of the lead. The samples thus collected amounted to 36 pairs.

IV. Data Analysis and Findings

Data analysis showed that lead reduction did not occur as frequently as in broadcast news translation. Instead, more shifts involved expansion than reduction. Out of the 36 pairs, 15 (42%) involved reduction, and 21 (58%) expansions. This contrasts with the findings of the broadcast news translation study mentioned earlier (Lee, C.S. 2002) which pointed to the opposite, with reduction accounting for 15 (62%) and expansion for 9 (38%) out of a total of 24 pairs analyzed.

Not only was there a difference in the relative frequency of reduction and expansion but also the circumstances under which they occurred varied considerably between the two modes of translation as shown in Table 1.

Table 1
Differences in Lead Translation between Broadcasting and Newspapers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reduction (deleted from the lead)</th>
<th>Instances: 15 (62%) unessential background info (7) news elements (5) attribution (3)</th>
<th>Instances: 15 (42%) unessential background info (6) news elements (1) nonfactual info (2) name/title replacement (6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expansion (added to the lead)</td>
<td>Instances: 9 (38%) essential background knowledge (3) voice shifting (6)</td>
<td>Instances: 21 (58%) unessential background info (14) attribution (4) creating a new lead (3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 Lead Reduction

Lead reduction occurred basically in two ways – deletion and replacement. Deletion accounted for 9 instances of reduction. Of them, 6 resulted from striking out phrases or clauses containing background information unessential to the lead. This is exactly
the same as the type illustrated by Example 1 in broadcasting translation. The information deleted from the lead was either lost for good or stated in a separate sentence after the lead. The following is an example of the first case.

**Example 7**

(ST) The BBC’s Internet edition gave a detailed account on the 4th of the situation in which a craze wind of plastic surgery, which is for creating one’s beauty or attractiveness artificially, is blowing among Korea’s young people.

(TT) The BBC’s online edition gave a detailed account Friday of the plastic surgery craze gripping young Korea.

The English translation took out of the ST lead the phrase ‘which is for creating…’ that modifies the noun ‘plastic surgery.’ The phrase is equivalent to the non-defining relative clause in English that is not required to identify a person or an object but is there just to give additional information. The translator opted to delete this information for good. This compares with the example below where the same type of information is taken out from the lead but, instead of being discarded, is written into a separate sentence after the lead.

**Example 8**

(ST) The opening ceremony for the South Korea-Japan Friendship Year 2005, which celebrates the 40th anniversary of South Korea-Japan national relationship normalization, opened on the 25th at the Yoyogi Stadium in Tokyo, Japan.

(TT) The South Korea-Japan Friendship Year 2005 officially kicked off on Tuesday at the National Yoyogi Stadium in Tokyo. The year marks the 40th anniversary of the normalization of diplomatic ties between the two countries.

Other types of information than background-supplying phrases or clauses were also subjected to deletion. One involved removing news elements as illustrated by Example 2 in broadcast translation and two instances deleting nonfactual information. The following exemplifies the latter case. The translator deleted the part of the Korean lead that expresses a sense of expectation, a nonfactual, subjective statement that adds little to the factual summary.

**Example 9**

(ST) 167 domestic IT (information technology) manufacturers will participate in the CeBit exhibition which will be held in Hannover from the 10th to the 16th, which is expected to heighten the status of ‘IT Korea.’

(TT) Some 167 Korean electronics companies will take part in the CeBIT exhibition from March 10 to 16 in Hannover, Germany.

The next type of reduction involved replacing lengthy references to persons or organizations with more general descriptions. This occurred in six instances.

**Example 10**

(ST) Company Chief Ah Chul-Soo, who is a representative computer security expert, drew focused attention by pointing out that one should beware that big disasters can occur this year because of malicious codes.

(TT) A leading expert on computer security warned government agencies yesterday that there is a high risk that a massively destructive virus will be released this year. In a speech given at an event commemorating cyber safety at COEX, Charles Ahn, president of the securities solution firm AhnLab, said that major damage from computer viruses happens every two years.
In the example above, the English translation uses a general description to refer to the ‘Who’ element of the news, instead of ‘job title + personal name’ used in the Korean lead. The name and the job title are given in the next sentence after the lead. The effect that replacement had on reducing the lead was rather minimal compared to that resulting from deletion-based reduction.

4.2. Lead Expansion

As explained early, lead expansion was limited in broadcasting translation both in the types of operation involved and in the extent to which they actually expand the lead. In contrast, in newspaper transition, lead expansion was more pervasive and varied in the circumstances under which it occurred.

To be more specific, of the 21 instances of lead expansion, 14 instances resulted from adding information considered unessential to the lead. This is the exact opposite of Example 1 in broadcasting translation and Example 7 and 8 in newspaper translation in which unessential background information was deleted from the lead. Of the 14 instances, 4 involved adding background information from outside the ST.

Example 11
(ST) It has turned out that Korean women’s degree of satisfaction with their looks is the lowest among Asian nations.
(TT) After the BBC reported that 50 percent of Korean women in their 20s have had some form of plastic surgery, a slimming business now claims Korean women are the least satisfied with their looks in six Asian countries.

In the example above, adding the information about the BBC report nearly doubles the length of the lead in English. There seems to be no compelling reason for this information to be included in the lead. It is not part of the core facts told in the lead. Nor does it seem motivated by the need to fill the gap in background knowledge for foreign readers as was the case in Example 4.

In the other 10 instances, the lead was expanded by moving forward information from the body into the lead.

Example 12
(ST) MP3 manufacturer Reigncom is attracting attention through ‘porno marketing’ in which it featured a famous porno actress in advertising upon the release of a new product. Reigncom made headlines early this year when Microsoft CEO Bill Gates introduced it as an ‘outstanding firm’ at the CES in Las Vegas.
(TT) MP3 manufacturer Reigncom, recently described as an ‘outstanding firm’ by Microsoft CEO Bill Gates, is making waves by using an adult film star in advertising for its new products.

In this example, the information about Bill Gates praising Reigncom, which was not part of the lead in the ST, was moved up into the lead in the TT.

Another type of lead expansion was typified by adding the attribution, the source of the news stated in the lead, as can be seen in the italicized part in Example 11. In the data analyzed in this study, this type of expansion occurred in 4 instances excluding Example 11.

Finally, three instances of lead expansion involved replacing the original with a completely different new lead. By principle, there is no law that the replaced lead should always be longer than the original, but that was the case in the present study.
In all of these cases, the original Korean lead was suggestive rather than factual in summarizing the event, with more of a feature-style flavor than of a factual summary lead.

**Example 13**

(ST) An alarm about ‘Haier,’ the world’s second largest home appliance manufacturer, has been issued to the home appliance industry. It is because Haier is strengthening its attack on the (Korean) home appliance market through local discount and department stores. Domestic home appliance manufacturers including Samsung Electronics Co., say they are going to prepare countermeasures after watching the situation for the time being.

(TT) Local competitors including Samsung are watching closely as China’s largest home appliance manufacturer Haier Group Co. pushes into the South Korean market via discount and department stores.

In this example, the translator discarded the lead of the Korean story and created a new lead for the English version by integrating the information supplied by the two sentences immediately after the lead in the Korean text. The result is a lead more factual in summarizing the situation reported in the story. The translator might have judged the Korean lead as lacking substance to serve as a summary lead.

**V. Discussions**

The findings reported above show that lead reduction does not occur in newspaper translation as frequently as in broadcasting translation. To the contrary, more instances involved shifts that resulted in lead expansion. So, it may be the case that lead expansion is more characteristic of newspaper translation. The greater frequency of lead expansion also indicates that in newspaper translation the translator is not so much restrained by concern with the length of the lead as in broadcasting.

What this shows is that in both cases the translator(s) is well informed of and guided by the different register styles preferred by the ‘oral’ and ‘written’ modes of news writing. Broadcast writing places greater emphasis than newspaper writing on brevity and simplicity, which appears to be the key to explaining the marked contrast in the translator’s attitude on the presence of unessential background information in the lead. In broadcasting news translation, such information was invariably deleted from the TT lead not just because of its lack of contribution to the lead but also possibly because of the structural complexity it creates by adding subjunctive or adjectival clauses to the lead sentence(s). In contrast, the newspaper translator often chose to add such information to the lead, creating a lead not only longer but also more complex than in the ST.

The two modes of news translation also differ greatly in the types of information added to the lead. In broadcasting translation, added information was limited to two cases in which it was judged either indispensable for contextualizing the news event for foreign readers (for example, explaining where a certain region is located in Korea) or inevitable as a result of syntactic modification (shifting from passive to active voice). In other words, added information was geared toward solving specific translation problems. In contrast, in newspaper translation, adding information to the lead appears to be more a matter of personal whim than compelled by a need to solve any specific translation problems.
This, coupled with the cases where the lead was completely rewritten, points to the fact that the newspaper translator was exercising greater latitude than the broadcast translator in deciding how the lead should be formed. This leads us to observe that there may be some differences in the role played by the translator in the two modes of translation. While both translators appeared to be fulfilling their traditional role as ‘cultural mediator’ and ‘decision maker’ (Leppihalme 1997: 19), the newspaper translator also acted much more visibly as a ‘gatekeeper’ (Vuorinen 1995; Fujii 1988) by taking advantage of greater freedom to determine what is to be included or excluded in the lead.

The greater discretion exercised by the newspaper translator in forming the news may also indicate that newspaper translation has greater scope for ‘managing’ (steering the situation in a direction favorable to the text producer’s goal) as opposed to ‘monitoring’ (giving an unmediated account of the situation) than broadcasting translation (Shunnaq 1994).

The relatively small size of data analyzed for this study, however, prohibits me from making conclusive remarks about any of the points above. Future research will have to employ a larger corpus and a more elaborate statistical analysis to shed more credible light on the points raised in this paper.

NOTES

1. This work was supported by Hankuk University of Foreign Studies Research Fund of 2006.
2. ‘Hard’ news generally refers to breaking news and events. Its main goal is to describe WHO did WHAT, WHERE, WHEN, HOW and WHY. In comparison, ‘soft’ news is features such as human-interest stories that are written to advise or entertain the reader. But the distinction is not always clear-cut.
3. The data analyzed in this 2002 study was extracted from a bilingual Korean-English news program aired daily on KBS Radio 1. The program runs about 6 or 7 minutes. For each news item, the Korean report precedes the English version, which an internal source confirmed as a translation of the Korean version. The data consist of 35 pairs of Korean and English reports recorded on randomly selected nine days.
4. Initially, I planned to use samples from all three newspapers since they all publish English news online. But I had to give up the other two newspapers because they did not serve the purpose of this research very well. One (the Donga Ilbo) relied on literal translation to such an extent that no structural shifts were observable between Korean and English. With the other one (the Joongang Ilbo) that publishes an English newspaper, it was hard to find English texts that were actual translations of Korean reports without too much editing.
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